Structure and dynamics of proflavine association around DNA.
Proflavine is a small molecule that intercalates into DNA and, thereby, acts as an anticancer agent. Intercalation of proflavine is shown to be a two-step process in which the first step is believed to be the formation of a pre-intercalative outside bound state. Experimental studies so far have been unable to capture the nature of the outside bound state. However, the sub-millisecond timescale observed in fluorescence kinetic experiments is often attributed to the binding of proflavine outside of DNA. Here, we have performed molecular dynamics simulations with multiple proflavine molecules to study the structure and dynamics of the formation of the outside bound state of DNA at different ion concentrations. We observed that the timescale of the outside bound state formation is, at least, five orders of magnitude faster (in nanoseconds) than the experimentally reported timescale (sub-milliseconds) attributed to binding outside DNA. Moreover, we also observed the stacked arrangement of proflavine all around DNA, which is different from the experimentally predicted stacking arrangement perpendicular to the helical axis of DNA in the close vicinity of the phosphate groups. This study, therefore, provides insight into the molecular structure and dynamics of the pre-intercalative outside bound state and will help in understanding the overall intercalation mechanism.